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Adequate waste management is vital for the success of social life, because

waste accumulation increases sanitary risks in dense societies. We explored

why different leaf-cutting ants (LCA) species locate their waste in internal

nest chambers or external piles, including ecological context and accounting

for phylogenetic relations. We propose that waste location depends on

whether the environmental conditions enhance or reduce the risk of infection.

We obtained the geographical range, habitat and refuse location of LCA from

published literature, and experimentally determined whether pathogens on

ant waste survived to the high soil temperatures typical of xeric habitats.

The habitat of the LCA determined waste location after phylogenetic correc-

tion: species with external waste piles mainly occur in xeric environments,

whereas those with internal waste chambers mainly inhabit more humid habi-

tats. The ancestral reconstruction suggests that dumping waste externally is

less derived than digging waste nest chambers. Empirical results showed

that high soil surface temperatures reduce pathogen prevalence from LCA

waste. We proposed that LCA living in environments unfavourable for patho-

gens (i.e. xeric habitats) avoid digging costs by dumping the refuse above

ground. Conversely, in environments suitable for pathogens, LCA species

prevent the spread of diseases by storing waste underground, presumably, a

behaviour that contributed to the colonization of humid habitats. These results

highlight the adaptation of organisms to the hygienic challenges of social

living, and illustrate how sanitary behaviours can result from a combination

of evolutionary history and current environmental conditions.

1. Introduction
Sanitary risks of living in societies have favoured the evolution of physiological and

behavioural responses aimed at preventing pathogen spread. Two major sanitary

risks of living in densely populated societies are the increased rate of pathogen

infection and transmission [1–5] and the generation of huge amounts of waste

[6], a common pathogen reservoir. These two risks act in concert because the

accumulation of waste increases the risk of infection, while the frequent contact

with conspecifics, typical of social groups, facilitates the spread of pathogens

among individuals [5]. Social animals prevent the spread of pathogens through

prophylactic behaviours [6–12]. To prevent infection and spread of pathogens

from refuse disposals, social organisms have strategies of waste management,

including the location of refuse piles (external refuse piles or internal nest

chambers; [6,13–17]) and waste handling by specialized individuals [13,18–20].

Adequate waste management is essential for the survival of societies and studying

waste management therefore enlightens the understanding of the evolution and

maintenance of group living [21,22].
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Leaf-cutting ants (genera Atta and Acromyrmex, hereafter

LCA) harvest plant material for growing a symbiotic fungus

and are ideal organisms for studying the adaptive nature of

waste management for several reasons. First, colonies have

large densities of closely related individuals (up to 8 million in

the genus Atta and hundreds of thousands in Acromyrmex),

who are constantly interacting with each other, which

potentially increases disease transmission [5,23]. Second, the

combination of large colony size and fungus agriculture pro-

duces huge amounts of pathogenic waste [6,20,24,25]. One of

the major sanitary risks for LCA is the specialized fungal patho-

gen Escovopsis (Ascomycota: anamorphic Hypocreales), a highly

virulent parasite that potentially overgrows the fungus gardens

leading to the death of the ant colony [26,27]. Finally, LCA per-

form sophisticated and diverse prophylactic behaviours, such as

avoiding pathogens while nesting [28,29], applying antimicro-

bial compounds while grooming [10,30,31], having specialized

workers managing waste [8,9,18,32], and disposing of refuse

material [6,20]. In summary, all these characteristics make LCA

a good model to better understand how social organisms deal

with the sanitary risk of waste accumulation.

One of the most efficient methods of social prophylaxis in

LCA is the isolation of accumulated waste from the fungus

garden. As explained above, waste from the fungus garden

is an important source of infection because it often contains

the virulent fungal parasite Escovopsis, as well as other harm-

ful microorganisms [6,8,28,33]. For example, Escovopsis has

been isolated from waste samples in several species of Atta
and Acromyrmex [6,25,34], and contact with waste materials

increases mortality of ant workers [6,35]. Accordingly, LCA

workers avoid contact with waste [36,37] and show a clear

division of labour between waste workers and foragers

[9,18,19]. Because there is an explicit link between waste

and infection [20], selection could act on the final destination

of waste to reduce the potential spread of diseases.

Despite having similar foraging habits, fungi-culture traits

and general biology, LCA show two contrasting strategies to

isolate waste from the brood and the fungus garden [38].

Some LCA species dump waste on refuse piles outside the

nest on the soil surface, but others species locate waste in

specialized refuse chambers inside the nest ([6,39]; electronic

supplementary material, figure S1). Both strategies involve

costs and benefits. Storing refuse in underground chambers

is an effective way to isolate larger quantities of waste, because

ants often seal the access tunnels of full refuse chambers [40].

However, digging the waste chambers demands large energy

investments [41,42]. As LCA are continuously producing

vast quantities of waste [24], they need to remove considera-

ble amounts of soil to build waste-storage chambers [43].

Moreover, digging refuse chambers is more costly than

building other nest chambers because waste chambers are

typically located at the deepest part of the nest [40,44,45].

Soil particles are transported over large distances against grav-

ity, and thus workers are expected to incur large time and

energy costs in carrying soil [43]. Also, digging effort increases

ant mortality [46]. Conversely, dumping waste in external

refuse dumps avoids the digging costs, but the waste is located

closer to the nest entrances, increasing the risk of contami-

nation because of rain and wind, and restricting foraging

areas, because foragers often avoid the vicinities of refuse

piles [20,37]. It is still unclear why closely related LCA species

evolved and maintain contrasting solutions to the problem of

where to locate waste.
Here, we assessed whether the current ecological context of

the LCA accounted for the variation among species in waste

location (internal waste chambers or external refuse piles), con-

sidering phylogenetic effects. We propose that the location of

waste depends on whether the environmental conditions

enhance or reduce the risk of infection from waste. As pathogen

proliferation and contamination risk is higher in warm and

humid conditions compared with dry conditions [32,47,48],

we predict that LCA species living in xeric environments

(i.e. desert and dry habitats) more often dump their refuse on

external piles. Dry habitats with high daily ground tempera-

tures may reduce the contamination potential of waste on

external refuse dumps, enabling ants to save the cost of digging

and without exposing the colony to high-infection risks.

Conversely, the humid and warm conditions of tropical and

subtropical forests or savannahs represent a suitable environ-

ment for the proliferation and spread of waste pathogens

(i.e. Escovopsis). Therefore, we expect LCA living in warm

and humid habitats to locate their waste inside underground

chambers, because the reduced risk of contamination of

waste stored inside internal nest chambers may outweigh

the costs of digging those chambers. To test this idea, we:

(i) reviewed the literature to determine which LCA species

locate their waste inside or outside the nest, (ii) determined

the geographical range and habitat occupied by these species,

(iii) evaluated the effect of phylogeny on the location of waste,

and (iv) performed an experiment to determine whether LCA

waste experimentally exposed to a warming regime typical of

desert habitats would still have the fungal pathogen Escovopsis.
2. Material and methods
(a) Data collection
To obtain the geographical range, taxonomic status, phylogeny

and waste location of LCA, we consulted experts and examined

published literature on these topics. The database included

70 studies describing LCA geographical range and refuse location

(electronic supplementary material, table S1 and dataset), and

seven studies describing LCA phylogeny (see below). From these

sources, we recorded: (i) waste location (inside or outside the

nest); (ii) geographical range (i.e. latitudinal distribution limits);

(iii) main ecological habitats, categorized as (1) forest, (2) savan-

nah, shrubland and grassland, and (3) desert and dry grasslands;

and (iv) phylogenetic relation among the species. Finally, we

obtained estimations of population size of different LCA species

where the data were available.
(b) Phylogenetic signal and phylogenetic correction
To test whether the phylogeny had an effect on the behaviour to

locate refuse inside or outside the nest, we estimated the value of

phylogenetic signal D [49], using the function phylo.d of the

‘caper’ package [50] for R software [51]. We constructed a tree

with the Atta and Acromyrmex species of known phylogenetic

relations and refuse location. We used phylogenetic logistic

regressions (PLR [52,53]) to test whether having internal refuse

dumps was associated with the lower or the higher latitude of

the species distribution, and with the latitudinal range, or with

living on xeric habitats (see details in the electronic supplemen-

tary material, Materials and Methods). We also reconstructed

the ancestral state of refuse dumps using parsimony (unordered

model, equal probabilities of gains and losses) in MESQUITE [54]

(details in the electronic supplementary material, Materials

and Methods).

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(c) Heat tolerance laboratory experiment
To determine whether the typical temperature regimes of xeric

habitats may reduce the pathogenicity level of ant waste located

in external piles, we heated samples of external refuse dumps

from eight mature nests of Atta colombica and monitored the pres-

ence of the LCA fungal parasite Escovopsis. Refuse samples in the

heat treatment were subjected to 4 h at 508C and 20 h at room temp-

erature (approx. 288C) over 2 days. This warming regime simulated

the temperature regime typical of soil and refuse dump surfaces at

the geographical limits of LCA distribution ([55]; see the electronic

supplementary material, table S2). We estimated the prevalence

of Escovopsis on refuse per nest as the number of subsamples with

Escovopsis divided by all subsamples of each nest (n ¼ 30). We

compared this proportion between heat and control treatments

with a t-test, using nests as replicates (i.e. n ¼ 8). More details are

provided in the electronic supplementary material.

Figure 1. Number of species of leaf-cutting ants that locate waste inside the
nest (black), in external refuse dumps (white) or both (grey), according to
the habitat where they occur.

B
283:20160625
3. Results
We obtained data of refuse location and geographical range

of 32 LCA species (electronic supplementary material,

table S1 and dataset): 12 Atta and 20 Acromyrmex, which rep-

resents approximately 85% of all described LCA species in

[45]. Atta and Acromyrmex species differed in the location of

waste: 80% of the Acromyrmex species have external refuse

dumps (11 exclusively external, five both internal and external),

whereas only 17% of Atta species have external refuse dumps.

In summary, 13 LCA species only locate waste on external

refuse dumps (13 Acromyrmex and two Atta spp.) and 15 species

only locate waste inside refuse chambers (five Acromyrmex and

10 Atta spp.). Only four LCA species (all in Acromyrmex)

showed both strategies; in two cases different subspecies were

associated with different waste location (Acromyrmex lundii
and Acromyrmex subterraneus; electronic supplementary

material, table S1), and in two other cases different authors

described contrasting refuse location for the same species

without referring to the existence of subspecies (Acromyrmex
coronatus and Acromyrmex crassispinus).

For the species with an available phylogeny, we found

that the behaviour of storing refuse in underground

chambers had a strong phylogenetic signal (D ¼ 0.13), and

therefore it had a high probability of resulting from Brownian

phylogenetic structure ( p ¼ 0.44; i.e. where more distant

species are more likely to diverge in waste location), and a

low probability of resulting from randomness ( p ¼ 0.04).

That is, few Acromyrmex have unequivocal internal refuse

chambers, whereas most Atta have internal refuse chambers.

Besides the phylogenetic effect, the location of waste was also

associated with the habitat of the species: LCA species with

external refuse dumps mainly occur in xeric habitats, whereas

species with internal refuse chambers mainly occur in humid

habitats (x2 ¼ 18.7, p , 0.001; figure 1), and this effect holds

when corrected for phylogeny (PLR, Z ¼ 1.99, p ¼ 0.04).

Locating the waste inside the nest was not clearly associated

with the extent of the geographical range (t ¼ 1.4, p ¼ 0.10) or

with the latitudinal limit (t ¼ 0.15, p ¼ 0.88), and the results

are consistent after phylogenetic correction (PLR, Z ¼ 1.4,

p ¼ 0.16 and Z ¼ 1.2, p ¼ 0.23, respectively).

The ancestral state reconstruction suggests that external refuse

dumps preceded the evolution of Atta and Acromyrmex (figure 2).

If the proposed phylogeny is assumed to be true, in Acromyrmex
the evolution of internal refuse chambers correlates with present

occurrence of the species on humid environments, and
Acromyrmex landolti and Acromyrmex octospinosus are the only

two species living in forest or grasslands with external refuse

dumps. In Atta, conclusions should be drawn more carefully,

because the state of the refuse is ambiguous at several nodes.

The analysis cannot solvewhether the two Atta species with exter-

nal refuse dumps (At. colombica and Atta mexicana) evolved it

independently or inherited this trait from the ancestor. Nonethe-

less, it is clear that eight species living in forest with internal refuse

chambers also share a single common ancestor (subgenus Epiatta
and Neoatta, following the nomenclature of [56]). The inclusion of

the other species of Acromyrmex in the cladogram (especially

those with internal waste chambers) would allow us to make

stronger conclusions, but the present evidence supports this

hypothesis for the evolution of waste location.

(a) Laboratory experiment
Exposing At. colombica waste to high temperatures for short

time periods over 2 days negatively affected the survival of the

fungal parasite Escovopsis, as it was detected in 0–13% of

the refuse subsamples from the heat treatment, whereas it was

in 27–53% (min–max) of the control refuse subsamples

(0.05+0.01 versus 0.32+0.02, respectively; mean+ s.e., t ¼
6.25, n ¼ 8, p , 0.001). Moreover, all control nests showed

refuse with some level of contamination with Escovopsis,
whereas only 50% of the nests under the heat treatment showed

refuse with this fungal parasite (electronic supplementary

material, dataset).
4. Discussion
Waste management is one of the major challenges of social

life. High population densities generate large quantities of

pathogenic waste that increase the risk of spreading diseases

[57]. Accordingly, social insects have several strategies for

managing waste that include dumping refuse outside the

nest or storing it inside specific underground chambers.

Here, we analysed these strategies in LCA, an insect group

with one of the most advanced grades of eusociality [45].

Our results suggest that the contrasting strategies of waste

location showed by different LCA species can be interpreted

as a prophylactic behaviour that depends on both the evol-

utionary history of the species and the environmental

conditions of its current habitat.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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We found that LCA phylogeny has a strong effect on waste

location. Several lines of evidence suggest that dumping

waste outside the nest preceded the behaviour of storing it

inside nest chambers. First, lower attines (e.g. Trachymyrmex
and Serycomyrmex) deposit waste externally ([45,58–60]; H.

Fernández-Marı́n 2012, unpublished data; electronic sup-

plementary material, table S1). Second, the ancestral state

reconstruction suggests that external refuse dumps precede

the evolution of Atta and Acromyrmex. Five of the eight Acro-
myrmex species that we could not include in the ancestral

state reconstruction have also external refuse dumps. The

ancestral state for the common ancestor of all Atta species

was ambiguous in the parsimony analysis, but almost all

species from the most derived genus Atta have underground

refuse chambers. Also, Atta species with internal waste

chambers have external refuse dumps as incipient colonies
(A. G. Farji-Brener and H. Fernández-Marı́n 2004, personal

observations). Finally, building underground chambers to iso-

late waste is considered a more derived form of nest hygiene

than dumping refuse outside [34]. This suggests that the exter-

nal location of waste is the ancestral condition and to store

waste in internal nest chambers is a more derived behaviour.

Present environmental conditions also regulate the final

destination of waste, despite an important influence of phylo-

geny. In xeric habitats, almost all LCA species show external

refuse dumps, whereas grasslands and subtropical and tropi-

cal forests are dominated by LCA with internal refuse

chambers. Controlling for phylogeny, the habitat explained

the variation in the location of waste, supporting our hypoth-

esis that the dry and hot conditions of xeric habitats allow

ants to locate their waste externally with minimum infection

risk. Several lines of evidence suggest that dry environments

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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prevent the prevalence of waste pathogens that are harm-

ful to the fungus garden of LCA [34,48]. First, ants prefer

drier chambers for waste disposal when offered a choice

betweendryandhumidchambers in laboratoryconditions [61].

Second, LCA workers actively reduce the humidity content of

waste. Experiments in Atta sexdens showed that increased

debris humidity triggers strong recruitment of workers

to dig tunnels through waste piles. These tunnels reduce

humidity by increasing the rate of water loss, and digging

ceases as the waste becomes drier [62]. Third, drier waste is

less repellent for workers than humid waste. Refuse placed

around seedlings in an arid steppe significantly delayed the

leaf-cutting activity of Acromyrmex lobicornis, and the repel-

lence gradually decreased after a few days [37]. Conversely,

refuse samples are repellent to workers for longer time in

more humid habitats [36]. Fourth, in dry environments LCA

use theirown waste to repair nest-mound damages [63], a behav-

iour never seen in LCA species occurring in more humid

habitats. Finally, we demonstrated that one of the main special-

ized parasites of LCA fungus gardens is greatly reduced when

the waste suffers the temperature regime of desert habitats; in

laboratory conditions, Escovopsis germinated six times less in

waste exposed to a few hours of hot temperature compared

with unheated control samples. It is logical to speculate that in

field conditions, this fungal pathogen is negatively affected by

heating during the 90 day period of an entire summer. Accord-

ingly, Escovopsis appears to be absent in refuse samples from

LCA species that inhabit temperate deserts ([64], A. G. Farji-

Brener 2014, unpublished data). These facts strongly suggest

that xeric environments decrease or eliminate the hazardous

properties of ant waste. Because the risk of pathogen infection

is increased in humid environments, it is logical to hypothesize

that the selective pressure for isolating waste in underground

chambers is stronger in humid than in xeric habitats.

(a) The evolution of waste location: a hypothesis
We propose that the location of waste in LCAwas shaped by natu-

ral selection to reduce sanitary risks, athreat that in turn depended

on the quantity of waste (i.e. colony size) and the environmental

conditions. Small amounts of waste probably do not represent a

sanitary threat and can be placed outside the nest with little infec-

tion risks, as this waste can be rapidly degraded or dispersed

by wind and rain. For small and short-lived ant colonies, it is

therefore more adaptive to locate waste outside the nest, regard-

less of the habitat, as they avoid the costs of digging a chamber

to store refuse. Accordingly, fungus gardening species (non-

LCA) with colonies of fewer than 100 to 1000 individuals, produce

small amounts of waste that are often externally deposited

([45,58–60], H. Fernández-Marı́n 2012, unpublished data). This

relationship between population size and location of waste is

also reflected in the colony ontogeny; as far as it is known, all

incipient LCA colonies dump waste outside the nest, and only

mature nests of some Atta and Acromyrmex species build refuse

chambers (H. Fernández-Marı́n and A. G. Farji-Brener 2004–

2015, unpublished data). The origin of colonies with large

population size in Atta and Acromyrmex approximately 12 Ma

represented a major sanitary challenge [65]. We proposed that

the behaviour of isolating waste in underground chambers was

key in the success of large colony-sized LCA species in humid

habitats, where the environmental conditions favour the spread

of disease from refuse dumps. This assumes that in these habitats

the cost of infection from external refuse dumps exceedsthe cost of

digging a waste chamber, a plausible assumption.
(b) Striking exceptions: Atta colombica and Atta texana
These two species are remarkable exceptions for the hypoth-

esis that refuse location in large-population societies mainly

depend on whether habitat features increase sanitary risks.

At. colombica lives in tropical rainforest, a habitat favourable

for the growth of pathogens on waste and its potential

spread to the colony, yet this species dumps the refuse in

external piles. Also, Atta texana lives in xeric habitats that

hinder pathogenicity of external waste, yet workers dig

underground chambers to deposit waste. We hypothesize

that the behaviour of dumping the refuse outside the nest

implies costs for At. colombica. Waste of this species is colo-

nized by Escovopsis more often than waste of other LCA

species. Infection rates of Escovopsis in refuse samples from

Atta and Acromyrmex in Central America vary between 43%

and 51% [26], and 27% in Brazil [66]. By contrast, Escovopsis
has been isolated from 70% [6] or 100% (this study) of

refuse samples from At. colombica. Possibly as a consequence

of fungus garden contamination, colonies of At. colombica
relocate their nests approximately every 4 years, a migration

rate much higher than that for other Atta species occurring in

the same region [34,67–69]. The migration of a colony to a

new nest is a vast, energy-demanding and dangerous task

for LCA. It involves the excavation of large quantities of

soil, the movement of millions of workers and brood and

exposes the queen to predation. These facts may explain the

restricted geographical range of At. colombica. Whereas this

species occupies the narrowest geographical range of LCA

(38 of latitude), its sister species Atta cephalotes—with very

similar natural history but with internal refuse chambers—

occupies one of the largest geographical ranges in the

genus (338 of latitude). It is less clear why At. texana locates

its waste in underground chambers despite living in an

environment that hinders pathogen proliferation on waste.

Possibly At. texana evolved to locate waste inside the nest in

subtropical refuge areas in Mexico during the last Pleistocene

glaciation, maintaining this behaviour when it later colonized

drier habitats from Central and East Texas [65]. If this is the

case, the cost of digging in more sterile environments

should be lower than the cost of disease spread from locating

waste externally in warm, wet environments. These two

species deserve special attention to better understand the

evolution and maintenance of the different strategies of

waste management in LCA.

(c) Concluding remarks: be shallow or be deep?
It has been proposed that behavioural responses are one of the

most important strategies to prevent disease spread in eusocial

insects [70]. We combined the analysis of a large published

dataset with empirical data to better understand why different

LCA species locate their waste inside or outside the nest. Our

results suggest that the environment of the current habitat

determines waste location, although this behaviour is also

influenced by phylogeny. In environmental conditions detri-

mental for pathogens (i.e. desert habitats), LCA often avoid

digging costs and reduce sanitary risk by dumping their

waste outside the nest. Conversely, humid habitats provide

suitable conditions for the proliferation of pathogens living in

waste, which selects for the isolation of waste in specific under-

ground chambers, despite digging costs. In addition, waste

location also depends on the amount of waste the colony gen-

erates; small quantities are dumped externally with little

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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sanitary risks, but the large amounts of waste produced by

larger colonies require different handling. In summary, we pro-

pose that the final destination of waste depends on the natural

history of the species, colony size (i.e. waste production) and

habitat features. Our results highlight a behavioural adaptation

of group living organisms to the hygienic challenges of social-

ity, and illustrate how different sanitary behaviours can be

better understood as the interaction between past traits and

present environmental conditions.
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